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1. Introduction 

In this assignment, you are going to study the two popular high performance 

architecture classes: GPGPU and general programmable multicore. A representative 

GPGPU architecture is Nvidia’s Fermi; two representative programmable multicore 

architectures are IBM Cyclops64 and Intel Knights Ferry. 

Each study group will focus on one of the three specific architectures. 

- Group1 will focus on Nvidia Fermi;  

- Group2 will focus on IBM Cyclops64;  

- Group 3 will focus on Intel Knights Ferry. 

In addition, each group should advocate your architecture – behaving like its 

technical manager. 

You are supposed to read the given materials, do some survey, answer the given 

questions, and collect high quality articles you believe are good. A final report is 

required to be submitted by each group. Features of the specific architecture class 

and the chip listed above should be studied in sufficient detail, including architecture, 

programming model, system software stack, performance, power consumption, 

resilience, etc. 

The length of the report should not be less than 20 pages, using the Springer LNCS 

style [1] which is strongly encouraged to follow. 

At the end, a list of articles/links are provided which you are supposed to read 

before answering the questions 

2. Questions 

Please answer the following questions: 

Question1: Please locate/read/survey at least 10-15 good articles. List them and use 

them in your survey. Also, construct an annotated bibliography. 



Question2: Each group should write clearly why you think "your architecture" will 

win the competition. You should advocate "your architecture" in multiple ways, such 

as architecture, programming model, software technology, performance, power 

consumption, resiliency, etc. 

3. Ethics for Team Work 

It is expected that each member of the group should read all the papers sent out, 

discuss thoroughly with each other. And each member should contribute a fair 

amount to the report. 
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